New Resources
TITLE

TYPE TIME/CONTENT DESCRIPTION

40 DAYS OF DOUBT:
DEVOTIONS FOR THE
SKEPTIC

b

For all those sports-talk listening,eye-rolling, Game of Thrones loving, abnormal believers
out there. If you feel your mind/soul were fighting, you will find comfort these reflections.
Helps us cope with questions/provides answers during time of doubt.

ALMOST EVERYTHING:
NOTES ON HOPE

b

Profound and funny, this book calls each of us to rediscover the nuggets of hope and
wisdom burried within us that can make life sweeter than we ever imagined.

ANGRY AND GOOD: A
BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE

DVD

4 sessions on50
minute DVD with the
book "The Angry
Christian"

Dispells myths about anger 1. Anger is Always a Problem 2.Anger is Always Sinful 3.Anger
Cannot Change 4.Conclusion is the Biblical Approach to Anger that show us the best way is
never ignore/suppress anger but to us it wisely.

ANGRY CHRISTIAN, THE

b

Companion book to
the DVD program
"Angry and Good"

A Bible-based strategy to care for/discipline a valuable emotion, The Angry Christian is not a
self-help or psychology but draws from Scripture and life in the Holy Spirit,so to channel
those intense feelings into moments of grace/holiness.

BEING REFORMED: FSU :
THE APOSTLES' CREED

curr

leader's/participant's
guide

Biblically based 6-session mini courses, provides adults with a foundational understanding of
our Reformed faith.Features Scripture, a prayer, in-depth commentary,questions for
reflection. Leader's guide provides outlines,direction for group sessions.

BEING REFORMED: FSU:
EMBRACED AND
EMBRACING

curr

Key resource for all interested in Confirmation in the church. Offers perspectives on different
dimensions of the Confirmation process/what it can mean for the lives of young
confirmands/church community welcoming/nurturing young Christians.

BIG GOD BIG QUESTIONS: DVD
CONFIRMATION FOR A
GROWING FAITH

12 sessions on DVD
w/Journal,Home/Ment
or Guide,Teacher
Guide et

Newest PC(USA) Confirmation Resource includes 12 sessions on DVD with Teacher Guide,
Home/Mentor Guide, Student Journal, Infographics.

BIG GOD BIG QUESTIONS: DVD
CONFIRMATION FOR A
GROWING FAITH (COPY 2)

12 sessions on DVD
w/Journal,Home/Ment
or Guide,Teacher
Guide et

Newest PC(USA) Confirmation Resource includes 12 sessions on DVD with Teacher Guide,
Home/Mentor Guide, Student Journal, Infographics.

BRUISED AND WOUNDED: b
STRUGGLEING TO
UNDERSTAND SUICIDE

2 copies, Companion
book to the DVD
program "Reclaiming
Life"

Support book for the DVD program, "Reclaiming Life". A new way of understanding death by
suicide with chapters on* Removing the Taboo *Despair as Weakness Rather than Sin and
*Reclaiming the memory of Our Loved One.

CHRISTMAS WITH
TUCKER: A NOVEL

b

A prequel to a Dog named Christmas, this simple/strong story celebrates the beauty of
everyday things, the power of love/humility, the singular grace that is a good dog,
mysterious ability of that gract to transform the human heart.

CONNECTIONS: YEAR C,
VOLUME2: LENTPENTECOST

b

9 volume series offers creative commentary on each reading in the 3 year cycle by viewing
them through its lens of its connections to the rest of Scripture and then seeing the reading
through the lens of culture,film,fiction,ethics, contemporary life.

DIVINE FRIENDSHIP:
REFLECTIONS FOR LENT

b

The secret to true satisfaction is friendship with God. Let these daily meditations from Ash
Wednesday through the Second Sunday of Easter lead you into prayer and help you listen
for God's leading.

ENTERING THE PASSION DVD
OF JESUS: A BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO HOLY WEEK

6/8-12 minute
sessions with book
and leader guide

A-J Levine delves into the history and literature surrounding the last days of Jesus' life and
analyzes the risks /motives of the story's characters. 6/8-12 minute sessions on DVD with
large print book and leader guide.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS:HOW
CAN I KNOW GOD
ACCEPTS ME?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS:WHAT
IS IDOLATRY?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS:WHAT
IS JUSTICE?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS:WHAT
IS THE GOOD NEWS?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS:WHAT
IS THE NEW LIFE CHRIST
OFFERS?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS:WHAT
IS WORSHIP?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS:WHAT
MAKES PEOPLE EQUAL?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.
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GUIDE TO BIBLE BASICS,
A

b

Church members and pastors alike often feel inadequate about their knowledge of the Bible.
In an accessible style Professor Mayfield gives the readeran overview of the whole of
Scripture and each individual book. Provides easy access for fresh learning.

LENT 2019: THE GIFT OF
NEW CREATION

b

Key Scriptures call us to prepare/contemplate God's restoration and new creation through
the death and resurrection of Jesus. 7-session study based on the RCL: Year C, includes
commentary/reflection on readings from O.T.,Gospels,Epistles

RECLAIMING LIFE: FAITH, DVD
HOPE, AND SUICIDE LOSS

7/9-18 min segments
with book Bruised and
Wounded

Through powerful first hand experience, this video offers hope to those who have
experienced suicide loss.Contributors include Kay Warren, Marjorie Antus and the author of
the companion support book "Bruised and Wounded", Ronald Rolheiser.

RESURRECTION SHAPED b
LIFE, A: DYING AND
RISING ON PLANET EARTH

In the resurrection, we see we are fragile/damaged but God loves each of us too much to
even think about discarding us and is already mending fragile things like you and
me.Includes reflection questions

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY: b
A LENTEN EXPLORATION

A journey through Lent and Holy Week with Sam Portaro in an exploration of our 5 senses
as pathways to a fuller awareness of ourselves and our relation to God.

SIMON PETER: FLAWED
BUT FAITHFUL DISCIPLE

b

Companion book to
the DVD program
Simon Peter

Hamilton explores the life, faith and character of Simon Peter who was not rich, educated but
was hard working. He was quick-tempered/impetuous but whose passion changed the world
and left everything to follow his teacher yet struggled with doubt/fear.

SIMON PETER: FLAWED
BUT FAITHFUL DISCIPLE:
ALL CHURCH PROGRAM

DVD

6/12-19 minute
sessions on DVD,
leader,youth,children
materials

Explore the life, faith, and character of Simon Peter. 1.The Call of the Fisherman 2.Walking
With Jesus in the Storms 3.Bedrock or Stumbling Block? 4."I will Not Deny You" 5.From
Cowardice to Courage 6.The Rest of the Story.

SIX THEMES EVERYONE
SHOULD KNOW: 1 AND 2
TIMOTHY

curr

Consists of a 6 chapter short-term study that introduces major biblical themes. At the core of
each is an introduction/3 major themes: What does this biblical theme mean?...for the life of
faith?... For the church at this point in history for action?

SIX THEMES EVERYONE
SHOULD KNOW: LUKE

curr

Consists of a 6 chapter short-term study that introduces major biblical themes. At the core of
each is an introduction/3 major themes: What does this biblical theme mean?...for the life of
faith?... For the church at this point in history for action?

SIX THEMES IN GENESIS
EVERYONE SHOULD
KNOW

curr

Consists of a 6 chapter short-term study that introduces major biblical themes. At the core of
each is an introduction/3 major themes: What does this biblical theme mean?...for the life of
faith?... For the church at this point in history for action?

SIX THEMES IN MATTHEW curr
EVERYONE SHOULD
KNOW

Consists of a 6 chapter short-term study that introduces major biblical themes. At the core of
each is an introduction/3 major themes: What does this biblical theme mean?...for the life of
faith?... For the church at this point in history for action?

SIX THEMES IN THE BIBLE curr
EVERYONE SHOULD
KNOW

Consists of a 6 chapter short-term study that introduces major biblical themes. At the core of
each is an introduction/3 major themes: What does this biblical theme mean?...for the life of
faith?... For the church at this point in history for action?

WALKING IN WONDER:
b
ETERNAL WISDOM FOR A
MODERN WORLD

A celebation of the beauty and mystery of everyday things, this book of conversations
between John O'Donohue and John Quinn offer a unique insight into the power of Wonder
and the importance of symmetry in all aspects of our lives.

WALKING WITH JESUS
b
THROUGH THE OLD
TESTAMENT: DEVOTIONS
FOR LENT

Uses the Scriptures that Jesus might have expounded on the Emmaus Road as the basis for
daily meditation through Lent engaging us with the mystery of faith and the pilgrimage of
suffering. Includes Dig Deeper Questions.

WEEK THAT OPENED
FOREVER, THE

b

The Passion of Christ in a different voice brings us into each of Jesus' last days, together
with questions and meditations.The lesson is that there is no rebirth/renewal without
personal suffering/death, surmounted with dignity/faith.

WERE YOU THERE?:
LENTEN REFLECTIONS
ON THE SPIRITUALS

b

WHY RELIGION?: A
PERSONAL STORY

b
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2 copies

Discover in those poignant African American Sprituals of times past a powerful, living faith in
Jesus, reminding us that, despite all we face, we too shall overcome.
In the wake of great personal tragedy, National Book Award Winner and New York Times
bestselling author Elaine Pagels reflects on the persistence and nature of belief and why
religion matters.
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